CORRESPONDENCE
JUL 26, 2016
DOCUMENT NO. 05593-16

Sandra Soto
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ruth McHargue
Tuesday, July 26, 2016 12:04 PM
Consumer Correspondence
Diane Hood
FW: To CLK Docket 160021
FPL RATE HIKES. Reference docket 160021-EI; FPL rate

Customer correspondence
From: Randy Roland
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 8:33 AM
To: Ruth McHargue
Subject: FW: To CLK Docket 160021

From: Diane Hood
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 4:45 PM
To: Randy Roland
Subject: To CLK Docket 160021

These have been filed as info requests to Docket 160021. DHood
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Sandra Soto
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

karl gerdes <khg153@gmail.com>
Monday, July 25, 2016 10:29 AM
Consumer Contact
FPL RATE HIKES. Reference docket 160021-EI

To Whom It May Concern:
This is in regards to FPL rate hikes request. We, the consumers are just a prey for companies like FPL who has
no outside competition. What are we to do if we can't get the electricity to our house. I am a believer in Solar
Power, and I do not understand why the Florida PSC does not support alternative energy solution, as oppose to
giving the breaks to again a monopoly like FPL to build solar plant.
Why not give us the consumers enough incentive to install solar panel in our home in conjunction with FPL.
We do not have any choice in the matter except to let you, the commissioners know that we can not afford rate
hikes along with no other alternatives for getting the energy we need for consumption.
Hope that rate Hike request is declined for the benefits of the people, especially that they are cutting more jobs.
(see below from Palm Beach post)
Florida Power & Light Co. officials confirmed today that layoffs announced in April began this week. It's not
known when the process will be completed, but it is expected to take at least several days.
There you have it, more job loss. Who are FPL Shareholders?
Thank you for what you do,
Karl Gerdes
(561) 267-5137
XSTREAM TRAVEL AFFILIATE
www.oncall.paycation.com
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Sandra Soto
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Jones <dayton7346@yahoo.com>
Monday, July 25, 2016 10:49 AM
Consumer Contact
FPL rate

RE: docket 160021-EL
I am reading about the proposed FPL increase and here is my opinion. I am a senior on limited
income, but still working part time for needed additional income.
When there is any kind of storm there is a power outage. I CANNOT TOLERATE being without air
conditioning, and, no I will not go to a shelter. I usually evacuate to Orlando or such with my pets.
If FPL can guarantee that I will not lose my power if there's a storm, then I would be willing to pay an
increase in my bill, but only under that circumstance.
Sylvia Weber
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